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INTRODUCTION 
rfhis thesis is a collection of Mr . Stagg's contribu-
tions to athletics covering a period of the last sixty-
six years, partly as a participant, but largely as a coaoh, 
director of physical education, and as a leader of men. 
Herein the author wishes to bring tribute to this great 
man 1ho has contributed more to the field of athletics and 
the development of manhood than could be written hare in 
the form of facts and figures. 
His achievements and inventions in the various phases 
of athletics speak for themselves and will go dom in the 
archives representing this field of endeavor. 
As a true Christian leader Mr. Stagg has created an 
enviable character tb.a t has left its imprint on many thou-
sands of men whom he has guided through college and uni var-
sity careers. Through this truly great inf'luence on men, 
his ideals and code of ethics will be felt throughout the 
world for many centuries to come. 
CHAPTER I 
PHYSICAL EDUCATOR 
Through his originality in planning Bartlett Gymna-
sium at the University a£ Chicago, Mr. Stagg has contri-
buted many :fine ideas which have proven to be o:f great 
value in the :field of physical education. Upon examining 
the following contents of Mr. Stagg's report to the Presi-
dent of the University of Chicago in the year 1904, the 
reader will :find a very modern trend of thinking on the 
part of Mr. Stagg in the construction of the gymnasium: 
I submdt herewith~ report on the Division of Physi-
cal Culture and Athletics for the years 1902-4. These 
two years have been, from many points of view, the 
most important in the history of the Division. The 
old gymnasium which had housed the Division since its 
organization has been torn down and the new Bartlett 
Gymnasium completed. 
The principal features of the Bartlett Gymnasium are: 
1. The natatorium, 90 by 50 feet in size, situated on 
the :first floor and containing a pool 60 by 28 feet 
in size, a visitors' gallery with seats for 190 per-
sons, and a special sho er-roam and instructors' of-
fice. 
2. The locker-rooms, which furnish space for 1,570 
lockers, of which nearly 1,000 are already installed. 
The lockers are enameled, rolled steel, ~itted with a 
new and very effective locking device, and a ventila-
ting duct in each locker through which air is drawn 
from the room over tbe clothes and out by a large 
exhaust :fan with a capacity of 8,500 cubic feet of 
air per minute. 
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3. A faculty exercise-room, 58 by 23 feet in size, on 
the first floor, equipped with apparatus for individual 
and recreative work, and provided with a special ad-
joining dressing-bath-locker room to accommodate 60 
persons. 
4. The main exercise-room on the second floor, 196 by 
76 feet of clear space, is equipped with all kinds of 
apparatus necessary for mass gymnastic work, group 
games, and competitive athletics. This includes mov-
able bleachers, accommodating over 1,000 persons, for 
use at games and meets; a triple cage for baseball 
batting practice ••• which can be quickly stowed under 
the edge of the gallery when not in use; bells, clubs, 
and wands for calisthenic work; 50 chest weights; set 
pieces of apparatus, horses, horizontal bars, ladders 
and parallel bars arranged for work by six squads at 
one time and constructed so that they can be hoisted 
out of the way by windlasses when not in use. run-
ning gallery ••• is suspended from the roof trusses. 
The track is covered with cork carpet , and bull t with 
banked corners for competitive running. On the west 
side of the main floor is a room ••• used for medical 
gymnastics and as an office and dressing-room for in-
structors. A room of the same size, off the running 
track, now used for storeroom, affords space for a de-
partmental library. 
5. In the basement are the gymnasium store; the ath-
letic team locker-, dressing-, bath-, and hot-rooms; 
the filters through which water for the swimming-pool 
passes; and the fans for heating and ventilation. 
The building, as a whole, is not only unusually prac-
tical throughout, but appeals to the aesthetic sense 
in the harmony and beauty of its equipment and furnish-
ings, as well as by the striking mural decorations in 
the main entrance hall, and the beautiful ~morial 
window over the Lexington avenue entrance • 
Upon the completion of the gymnasium, • Stagg was 
quick to realize the need for a library within the walls of 
this gymnasium, wherein students and faculty who were in-
terested in physical culture and athletics could read 
material in these fields. Too, he discovered that in this 
new structure there was a need for a trophy room wherein 
1Chicago. University . President's Report, 1902-04, Report 
of Director A. A. Stagg, ''Physical Culture and Athletics," 
p . 182. 
the athletic victories could be adequately commemorated • 
.Mr . Stagg made provisions for the athletic team rooms in 
the basement of this gymnasium and covered the walls with 
pictures or the various teams from the beginning of the 
University . As evidence to the above statements in regard 
to ~ • Stagg's foresight, a quotation is presented from 
the resident's Report : 
An event of importance to the Division has been the 
installation of the books and magazines on physical 
culture and athletics in the small room off the main 
floor of the gymnasium. These are now being cata-
logued, with the idea of making them more accessible 
to the students . The library will be put in charge 
of an attendant and regular library hours established . 
From the beginning the Division has been gathering 
trophies of athletic victories, in the hope of some-
day placing them in a sui table trophy room. Various 
plans for displaying these have been suggested from 
time to time, but have railed of realization . As a 
temporary expedient , last fall it was decided to hang 
the banners about the walls of the exercising room, 
and the space above the running track is no~ hung ·with 
about thirty or these . The hundreds of baseballs and 
footballs and other athletic trophies 1ill be put into 
cases as soon as the f lm.ds permit . 
The athletic team rooms in the basement have been 
beautified and made historically interesting by cover-
ing the ·m.lls lith the varsity team pictures from the 
beginning of the University . This display has proved 
intere~ting and stimulating to candidates for the 
teams . 
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In vie of • Stagg's great planning ability and fore -
sight in the construction of Bartlett Gymnasium, we find 
another feature which to this day has been taken advantage 
1Chicago . University . President's Report, 1906-07, Report 
of Director • Stagg , "Phys1cal Culture and thletics," 
p . 101 . 
, 
of throughout the entire country, and that is the use of 
movable equipment so that the gymnasium can be used for 
social as well as gymnastic and athletic affairs . 
Bartlett Gymnasium gro 'IS yearly in value and satis-
faction . ,ith the exception of slightly defective 
roofing, there have been no serious mistakes dis-
covered in the construction of the building or in 
the apparatus during the five years of its occu-
pancy. Certain original features in the making and 
placing of apparatus by which the floor can be cleared 
quickly when desired, as well as special points in the 
construction of the building, have caused it to be 
used as a model for a number of gymnasiums. This 
facility in clearing the floor has led it to be util-
ized for same of the larger university gatherings, so 
that its function has been social as well as gymnastic 
and athletio , l 
Even today there are colleges which do not advocate 
the necessity for physical education requirements; yet back 
5 
in 1892 Mr . Stagg drew up definite requirements of physical 
education to be fulfilled both by men and women students at 
the University of Chicago . Although the University of Chi-
cago was not the first to have physical education require -
ments , Mr . Stagg should be given credit for being the first 
to organize a big program in which the students were given 
recreative games and the choice of required physical educa-
tion courses . The past world conflict seems to emphasize 
more than ever the need for required physical training . The 
.Arm:y, Navy, Marine and Air Corps have well organized pro-
grams of physical training and are completely satisfied with 
1 Chicago . University . President's Report, 190?- 08, Report 
of Director A. • Stagg, "Physical Culture and thletics," 
p . 145 . 
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the results derived from these physical training classes. 
Mr . Stagg gave the follovdng statement to his President 
concerning the problem of compulsory work in physical 
training: 
From the beginning of the University, compulsory work 
in physical training was made a requirement for gradua-
tion . _In this the University became a pioneer among 
western institutions, so100 of which bad a requirement 
in military drill, but no department of Physical Cul-
ture . Since then nearly every college and university 
of note in the middle est has added a department of 
physical training . 
• . • The original regulations demanded ten quarters' 
work in Physical Culture, unless excused on account of 
disability or other. sufficient reasons. This rule was 
changed on April 24, 1893, to read: "Six quarters' 
work in Physical Culture is required of Academic-col-
lege students, and four quarters of University-college 
students." ••• As the difficulties of enforcing the re-
quirement presented themselves, additional rules were 
added. At the beginning no penalty was attached to 
non-attendance at classes, but simply the general 
statem:~nt that students were required to take hysical 
Culture--the idea of the Department at the beginning 
being to require eleven quarters of work. No state-
ment in definite form, however, was made to this effect, 
so that one of the first actions of the Board of Physi-
cal Culture, which was organized March 2?, 1893, was to 
announce definitely that "The requirements for gradua-
tion shall be thirty-six .ma.j ars and ten quarters' work 
in Physical Culture." 
It was thought that the change of the rule so as to 
require six quarters' work in the cademic College 
would have the effect of preventing delinquency, inas-
much as the student ~uld want to get his transfer to 
the University colleges as quickly as possible. This 
he could not get if he were deficient in Physical Cul-
ture. Later it was found that this was not sufficient 
inducement, and a regulation was passed, stating that 
"students taking an excessive number of cuts will not 
be allowed to continue their University worf until 
they shall conform to the requirements."· •• 
lchicago. University. President's Report, 189?-99 (with 
summaries for 1891-?), Report of Director A. A. Stagg, 
"Physical Culture," pp. 186-187. 
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The University or Chicago was a100ng the :first :few 
universities to o:f:fer physical education :for women, and 
the :following quotation re:fers to the early dates hen 
the problem arose in regard to the appointment o:f in-
structors :for women students: 
No change 'WB.S made in the o:f:ficers o:f instruction un-
til the Autumn Quarter o:f 1894, when Kate s. Anderson, 
Instructor, was placed in charge o:f the women's work, 
in place o:f Dr. Foster, vbo had resigned in June. 
Miss Bertha Steig was also appointed Assistant. ss 
Anna F. Davies temporarily conduct!d the women's work 
during the Sumner Quarter of 1894. 
Mr. Stagg has been always an advocate o:f high scholas-
tic standards among athletes. This is shown by his written 
approval o:f athletic participation on the basis o:f scholar-
ship in the year 1898. His comment on this subject reads: 
••• 1~t there is an appreciation o:f the value o:f 
athletics and the need :for these wise regulations in 
the high schools is shown in the reor~anization o:f 
the Cook County (Chicago and vicinity) High School 
League by the principals o:f the various schools. All 
o:f these schools are now acting under the same rules 
o:f eligibility among which is a most use:ful rule o:f 
scholarship. This to my knowledge, is the best move-
ment in an athletic way which has ever taken place 
among high schools, and is worthy o:f being :followed 
throughout the country.2 
Mr. Stagg states that he did not originate the idea o:f 
physical examinations in colleges and universities. Again 
however, he has proven hi.D:Bel:f to be :far reaching and versa-
tile in his approach to any subject dealing with the human 
libid. 
2A. A. Stagg ''Football in the est," p. 63, Football 
Rules, (Spaulding's o:f:ficial :football guide) l898. 
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element and the development of the individual inasmuch as 
he advocated that the university physician should give 
physical examinations and make the necessary recommenda-
tions to his department as to forms of exercise, both de-
sirable and undesirable . • Stagg incorporated the fol-
lowing rule into the policy of his department: 
All students will be examined as to their physical 
condition on entering the University and at inter-
vals during the course . The University physician, 
who will make the examination, will give each stu-
dent thus examined a written statement, in detail 
of his physical condition, indicating constitutional 
weaknesses, and forms of exercise, desirable and un-
desirable, for the individual in question. A student 
will not be permitted to study in the University four 
consecutive quarters \rlthout a physician's certifi-
cate that he may do the work \vithout injury to his 
health . The director of the department of physical 
education will give his personal attention, not only 
to the organization and training of athletic teams 
and the general athletic interests of the students, 
but especially to the physical training of each stu-
dent insofar as it is practicable . 
In the San Francisco Chronicle on September 10, 1939, 
Dick Friendlich in his column "Flashback," mentions llr. 
Stagg as the first football coo.ch to make a cash gift to 
the school 11hich employed him. ~ . Friendlich as re-
:rerring to the three thousand dollars that 1:r . Stagg gave 
to Comptroller 0 . H. Ritter of the College of the Pacific 
on July 17, 1939, to be used in purchasing tventy-t o 
acres west o:r Baxter Stadium for the purpose of expanding 
lchicago . University . President's Report, 1897-99 (with 
summaries for 1891-7 ), Report of Director . 11.. . Stagg, 
"Physical Culture , " pp . 186- 187 . 
the physical education program and facilities. t Mr. 
Stagg's request this area was named "Knoles Field" after 
the President of the College of the Pacific, Dr. Tully 
c. Knoles. This is another example of Mr. Stagg's far-
sightedness as a physical educator since he was the first 
to realize that the rapid growth of the college would de-





The tackling dummy was first conceived by . St g in 
the year 1888 . Mr . Stagg had the following to sa:y in regard 
to this idea that he gave to football: 
I conceived the idea of the football dunmy when playing 
at Yale . The rules were changed in 1888 from 'must 
tackle above the waist" to "tackli anywhere above the 
knees," and that led me to conceive the idea that it 
might help our tackling if I wrapped up a gymnasium mat 
and hung it . It wasn't really any device specially 
prepared ; I simply roped it up . far as I kno that 
was the first tackliJ:lS dunmy . e hung it inside when 
we first tried it . l 
The ingenuity of' the "grand old man of football" to put 
into use the idea of numbering the players in the University 
of' Chicago and Wis consin game on November 22, 1913, is just 
another example of the way this great .man has influenced the 
game of football throughout his entire coaching and playing 
career . The following is a quotation taken from a ne\\Bpaper 
article : 
Stagg is also credited with inventing the system of 
placing numbers on sweater~ of football players to 
facilitate identification. 
"In 1915," ~~ eyand states in his book, American Football, 
Its History and Development, "the rules conmittee had for the 
first time recommended that player s be numbered . It had 
1A. A. Stagg , conference with author, Jan . 31, 1942 . 
2Jeannette Befame, Sacramento Uni on, Sept . 18, 1939 . 
ll 
urged this policy at subsequent meetings and, during this 
period, practically all colleges complied with the re-
quest . 1 Mr . Stagg gave the following inf'arnBtion on this 
subject : 
I was the first to have numbers put on the sweaters 
and jerseys of' the players. There was a meeting at 
the mmagers called on November 28, 1913. The direc-
tors zoot and we voted that football players be num-
bered for the first two ~es of the following season, 
and if' satisfactory to all members of the conf'erenoe, 
it would then be made pernanent. Mr. Huff appointed 
a committee of one to secure opinions of' the oonf'er-
ence as to whether it was satisfactory and to notify 
all members. Then on November 29, 1914, at a meeting 
of' the directors Mr . Huff' reported that the numbering 
of football players was of' great value to the specta-
tors. Second, while it might aid the scouts, there 
was no s~ecial advantage if' all teams numbered their 
players. 
The policy of dividing the gate receipts was estab-
lished by Mr . Stagg in 189?. Most of' his opponents were 
willing to play in Chicago because of' the larger crowds, 
and he conceived the idea that to share the receipts would 
be a sound but friendly way of expressing his appreciation 
to them for their cooperation. 
The principle of the field house was established by 
Mr . Stagg in the year 1894. Mr . Stagg describes the first 
field house as follows: 
I established the principle of the field house. e 
had a room 250 feet long by 50 feet wide for our 
gymnasium with a running track built up and around . 
1 eyand 
ment, p . 319. 
American Football, Its History and Develop-
2 . Stagg, conference with author, Jan . 31, 1942. 
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Then we had about 150 feet of wooden floor and about 
50 feet of dirt, and in that dirt I had a jump pit 
for running broad jump and running high jump and a 
place for pole vaulting and putting shot. I had the 
boys field off it with grounders in baseball, and we 
used it for line work in football. Of course, it was 
too small a space for such a purpose, but en it 
rained I took the linemen in there and worked them. 
Notre Dame took the idea and built a building with an 
entire ground floor. Our building was a temporary 
structure made of rough brick and was torn do m after 
the new gymnasium was built in l90l.l 
lilliam D. at son and Everett C. Parker in their pamphlet 
speak of . Stagg's experiment with the field house: 
The year 1894 also saw the completion of the new com-
bined gymnasium and field house. Stagg tried the ex-
periment of leaving the south 50 feet of the 250 feet 
of floor space with a dirt floor to per~t shot 
putting, pole vaulting and high jumping. 
Mr . Stagg was the first director of athletics to or-
ganize the block letter or varsity lettermen organization. 
The Order of "C" Men was formally installed at the 
annual banquet of "C" men on June I, 1906. The fol-
lowing pledge was adopted: To denote ourselves as 
members of the order of the University of Chicago nc" 
men and to devote our steadfast loyalty to our alma 
mater, and our enduring support of her athlet~c honor 
and tradition, we hereby subscribe ourselves. 
The history of the Order of the "C" is traced through 
the following quotation: 
Gymnastics, fencing, and wrestling first had recogni-
tion in an intercollegiate way in what was called 
"Stagg's Circus," held in the famous horse arena 
called "Tattersalls" on March 5, 1898. However, 
libid. 
2william D. Watson and 
Stagg," pamphlet. 
3chicago. University. 
port of Director A. A. 
Athletics," p. 103. 
Everett C. Parker, "Amos Alonzo 
President's Report, 1906-07, Re-
Stagg, "Physical Culture and 
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previously the first "C" had been awarded in gymnas-
tics in 1895 to Harry Wheeler Stone who won the cham-
pionship of the University in this event. This was 
the first award of the "C" in gymnastics and is the 
only award of the letter in any sport not for inter-
collegiate competition.! 
Mr. Stagg, in reminiscing on this subject, recalls the 
following data: 
'fe had our first meeting in 1904. It included base-
ball players, trackmen and gymnasts. /e called it 
the Order of the "C". It was just a letterman's 
club. I founded it. It started with an annual din-
ner, and then I suggested that we have an organiza-
tion, ba. ving a pledge. I was very particular about 
giving letters. One really bad to be outstanding 
to get a letter or have been a good man over two or 
three years and have qualified in n:anhood. There 
were many heartaches, but I was adamant to upholding 
the standards. I was also responsible for the award-
ing of the blankets. Graduating "C" men reoei ved 
blankets. That was 1a ter, but I started that. One 
of 'IJ.J':Y assistants handed me the blanket, and I put 
it over the back of the athlete.2 
The first college football game to be played under 
lights as an annual Thanksgiving classic is mentioned in 
the following article by Mr. Stagg: 
Interest in the Michigan and Chicago series really be-
gan with the institution of an annual Thanksgiving Day 
contest in 1893 ••• The notable game of this series was 
the 6 to 4 game in 1894 ••• ; and the game last season 
(November 26, 1896) was won on a safety touchdown and 
by a remarkable drop-kick from the 40 yard line by 
Hirschberger of Chicago - all in the first ten min-
utes of the game. The latter game was the first on 
record to take place on a full-sized field under 
cover, having been played in the Chicago Co~iseum, and, 
during part of the time, by electric light. 
lA. A. Stagg, "Expansion of Varsity Sports at the Univer-
sity of Chicago," cTune 4, 1932, (program of the 28th 
Annual Interscholastic Track and Field Games). 
2A. A. Stagg, conference with author, March 1942. 
3A. A. Stagg, "Football in the West," pp. 100-101 Football 
Rules, (Spaulding ' s official football guide), 1897. 
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Ends were first used as halfbacks or wi backs by 
A. . Stagg in 1889 and 1890 . As a player, he employed 
this wingback position by pulling himself back a yard or 
two from the line of scrimmage which g ave him a running 
start both as a blocker and tackler . 
Stagg wants no credit in the development of the n -
back type of play, but he recalls that as an end at 
Yale in 1889 he discovered that by dropping a yard 
or so back or the line of scrimmage he could get a 
driving start, both from the tackling standpoint and 
to dodge in to form part of the interference. 
It is the opinion of the author that Stagg was the first 
to use the wingback style of football, and as proof we 
offer the following quotation: 
Making use of the experience gained while playing end 
at Yale , he pulled his ends back out of the line and 
used them like backs to carry the ball around oppo-
site ends and to drive into the line ahead of the ball 
carrier, both revolutionary practices ~ich were later 
copied by the coaches of other schools . 
Parke Davis furnishes us with more information, suggesting 
that A. • Stagg as the first to develop the i ngback for-
mation: 
And na e co~m to the celebrated "tandem" of rince-
ton. In 1890 and 1891, Alonzo Stagg had been coach 
of Springfield, his teams kno n as rrchristian or-
kers . " This adroit and famous football genius con-
ceived the idea of wi thdra ring the ends from the line 
of offense ~nd using them precisely as wi.ngbacks are 
used today . 
lRussell ;r . newland, "Stagg's Story," San Francisco 
Chronicle, Sept . 9, 1939 . 
~~ . D. atson and E . C. Parker, ~cit . 
3Parke Davis, ''Football's Famous Formations, n Intercollegi-
ate Football 1869-1934, Christy lalsh, Editor . 
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Stagg was the first one to pull his tackles out of 
the line of scrimmage to carry the ball and lead the inter-
ference. In a conversation with the author, he offered the 
following information on this subject: 
I was the first one to use the tackles by dra i them 
back. That was in 1894. I had them carry the ball 
and also used them as battering rams to precede the 
runner 
1 
carrying the ball. They ere really "battering 
rams." 
. Stagg is undoubtedly the originator of the spinner 
type of play; however, he does not ·claim to be responsible 
for it. The following remarks and dates mentioned by 
Stagg and two newspaper quotations tend to prove that he was. 
I can't say I am responsible for the origination of 
the spinner play. I did do this: I developed the 
spinner fake of a quarterback in which the quarter-
back would fake a half spin. That I developed, but 
I didn't develop the spinner play. The first time I 
ever saw a spinner play was in 1912 in ·nneaota. ie 
beat them 7-0, and that was the first time I ever saw 
it from the fellow deep in the backfield. In 1905 I 
developed the q~ter spin play, but he was close up 
behind the line. 
Then in Bill Leiser's column in the San Francisco Chronicle, 
December 20, 1942, B.lly steffen is mentioned as a great 
passer and quarterback for . Stagg in 1907 - after the 
time (1905) that • Stagg states he first started using 
the quarterback spinner. Then in the Los Angeles Times, 
April 2, 1944, Glenn s. (Pop) arner credits Hugo Bezdek 
and ally Steffen as the inventors of the spinner. These 
1 • A. Stagg, conference with author, Jan. 31, 1942. 
2A. A. Stagg, cont'erence with author, Feb. 28, 1943. 
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gentlemen may be the developers but ce t inly not 
originators. The time element alone ould dispro e thi 
claim since they were players for t 
later than 1905 in hich he admits develop! 
ter spin play • 
t o ears 
the quar-
The wide open and spectacular spread for tiona t t 
are employed today ere introduced throu the intlueno 
of the forward passing rule adopted in 1906. Up until 
1906 there was no need for spreading the team s the 
passing rule had not yet presented the need and possi i 1-
ties of this style of football. However, duri the sea-
son of 1906 . Stagg had worked up a series of sixty-
seven passing plays with which he had hoped to beat nne-
seta. Among them were several of the flanker and spread 
type of formations. 
:Mr. Stagg also originated the spread punt :formation 
which is not widely used but effectively used by a :te o:t 
his wiser opponents and by admiring pupils. Two o:t the 
better known coaches using . St 's spread punt :tor 
tion are Jeff Cravath of the University of Southern Cali-
fornia and Henry Frnka of Tulane University. In speaking 
of the spread punt • Stagg said: 
I used it first in 1918; I have used it ever since. 
I remember Red Strader (assistant football coach at 
St. Mary's College, oraga, California) sa ing to me 
a few years ago, " . Stagg e like yo~ spread 
punt. How do you crk that out " I s~d, ven t 
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you figured that out yet? e have been playing it 
right along . Just atch it a few more times; you 
ought to be able to get it . " In the big universi-
ties the coaches inherit a lot of very fast, splen-
did ends and they don't feel the need for compen-
sating for this lack of material . Our ends are not 
always fast, and that is how I came to use the 
spread punt . I have centered mare on calling sig-
nals from it here at the College of the Pacific than 
I did at Chicag£, but e punted from it in the same 
way at Chicago . 
There has been much controversy about who originated 
the forward pass , and I wish to state that tagg does 
not attempt to claim this distinction . In fact, in our 
conference on January 31, 1942, he voluntarily proclaimed 
the three men ho should share this honor . However, it 
must be borne in mind that Mr . Stagg probably has done 
more to develop the forward passing game than has any 
other single man . On January 31, 1942, Mr . Stagg dis-
cussed the origin of the for ward pass wi. th the writer: 
1 
1906 was the first year of the forward pass . I was 
on the Rules Committee . The idea originated in the 
Rules Comm.i ttee and there are three men who claim 
oredi t for it . I am not one of these tbr ee . They 
are all dead so I might as well take the credit 
but my New ngland conscience ouldn ' t permit me to 
do the thing . I have sometimes been given credit 
for it , but I as not the "father'' of that idea . 
try own impression of it as : e ere thinking how 
we could improve the game · among those in the group 
were P . J . Dashiell (Uavy~ , J . C. Bell ( ennsyl vania), 
and Dr . H. L . illiams ( .. . nnesota) . I have the im-
pression that Dr . illiams should have had the credit . 
The idea originated in our meeting . That meeting 
sanctioned the passing of the ball five yards behind 
the line of scrimmage, and it had to cross the 
. Stagg, conference rlth author, Jan . 31, 1942 . 
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scrimmage line five yards either side of the center. 
The reason for that limitation e discussed, but 
we thought if they heave it as far as they can straight 
down the field that is a little too much to start off 
with . The rule limited five yards back and five yards 
either side of the center; in other ords, it had to 
be thrown somewba. t flat . That limitation was re-
moved in 1910. You could then throw anywhere as 
long is you were five yards behind the line of scrim-
mage . 
In 1906, as soon as the forward passing rule as 
adopted , • Stagg devised several spread formation pass-
ing plays to use against · nnesota . He held them under 
cover just for this game, but he waited too long as the 
rains gave them a muddy field . Eckersol, his ace passer, 
couldn't throw one pass all during the game, and Chicago 
lost four to two . Mr . Stagg did use these plays however 
in beating Illinois by the s core of 63 to 0 the following 
weekend . 
Stagg did much to develop the passing game, as 
has already been proven, but his experimental work ith 
Hugo Bezdek at the University of Arkansas bares this out 
even more thoroughly . In 1910 when mare rule changes were 
tentatively passed by the Rules Comadttee, he and Bezdek 
called out the kansas boys early for a spring work-out 
in order to test the tentative passing rules recently 
suggested . All the rules were adopted officially, largely 
because of the splendid, scientific research done by Stagg 
and Bezdek, a former pupil of Mr . Stagg's. 
1 • A. Stagg, conference with author , Jan . 31, 1942 . 
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The following is a fine tribute to~. Stagg, recog-
nizing the outstanding part be played in the development 
of the forward passing attack in football: 
The forward passing attack devised last year by 
Director Stagg is regarded by coaches as the great-
est advance that has been made in forward passing 
in a decade. The offense reached its greatest de-
velopment in the final game, when Chicago defeated 
the powerful University of ashington eleven, with 
a bewildering series of passes. Known as the 
"flanker" formation, this offense is the latest of 
a long series of original offensive systems devel-
oped by the "Old Man" in his forty years of coach-
ing, thilty-eight of which have been spent at 
Chicago. 
In 1908 Mr. Stagg originated the fake forward pass 
and run which is one of the most dangerous plays used 
today. He had a very clever back in V'ally Steffen and 
decided to teach his team this fake forward pass. Steffen 
ran wild against Minnesota, helping Chicago beat the 
"Gophers" 29 to 0. 
The new model " " forD&tion, which is the most talked 
about and widely used system today, is another one of 
Stagg's many contributions to the game of football. In 
1893 he used the quarterback up under the center in a 
semi-crouched position. The quarterback took the ball 
directly from the center. Then in 1899 he conceived the 
idea of using the split buck play, which is another 
1"Athletics at the University of Chicago," p. 14 (Official 
program of tbe Twelfth Annual National Interscholastic 
Basketball Tournament at the Uni v. of Chicago), April 1-5, 
1930. 
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important part of the new "T" formation . This same year 
he inaugurated what he calls the flier in motion. This 
is the same as the man in mot ion in the new version of 
the "T" formation . By putting these three inventions to-
gether one can see readily that the essential parts of 
the "T" formation were the sole creation of . Stagg . 
The huddle was first used by a Chicago team in 1896. 
• Stagg instructed his team to huddle together in their 
game with chigan . This was an indoor game, and his 
previous experiences with indoor games had taught him 
that the reverberations from the cheering made it diffi-
cult to hear the signals . 
Mr . Stagg feels certain that he was the first man 
to use the fake place kick . In this connection he re-
lates the following : 
Chicago got her first touchdown against Pennsylvania 
in 1898 by Herschberger's pretending to make a place 
kick . and Clarke who held the ball, ran t venty-five 
yards around Pennsylvania s right end for a touch-
do\in . Later, I evolved other variations of the same 
play. l 
The lateral pass was devised by . Stagg in 1898 
at which time the end carried the ball after receiving it 
from the quarterback and ran across his own line and 
tossed it out, using a basketball toss, to one of the 
halfbacks who had circled back. 
lA . A. Stagg, conference with author, June 18, 1946. 
The trapezoid or box formation 1as devised by 
Stagg in 1925 . e used this ith a balanced or unba1-
anced line from hich strong and deceptive strategies 
were employed . 
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During the year of 1904 · . Stagg employed a back-
field shif't hich 1as the beginning of 1ha t is no1.1 kno ·m 
as the Notre Dame shift . :ioir . Stagg is credited for the 
origination of the otre Dame shift in the fol1ovting 
quotation taken from The utobiography of Knute ~ · 
Rockne: 
On the following onday (following Notre Dame's 
defeat by Yale 28 to 0 on October 17, 1914), Jess 
llarper put in Stagg's backf'ield shif't rl. th my idea 
of flexing or shuttling ends, which was the begin-
ning of what is kn£Wll in football today as the 
Notre Dame System. 
The first date of the use of the 1hite football is 
unknown ; however, ~ . Stagg started this fad by painting 
a tan football with Thite paint for late afternoon prac-
tices . On October 16 , 1901, the Chicago Tribune made 
the following comment about this famous ball : 
It was so dark most of -the time that Stagg b2oUS1 t 
his historic 1hite football into play again . 
The charging machine VIas introduced to football on 
September 23 , 1904 . The Chicago Record-Herald n-ote the 
following on this new device : 
lK . K . Rockne, ~ AUtobiography of Knute K . Rockne, 
p . 200 . 
2chicago Tribune, October 16, 1901 . 
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Two new features were added to the practice of the 
maroon's yesterday . In addition to the usual punt-
ing, going down the field for the ball, signal drill 
and scrimmage, Stagg brought i~to use for the first 
time his new chargi rua.chine . 
:ir . tagg has originated many things in the nomen-
clature of football : the name "flanker," for · tance, 
whlch he used back in 1906 against Illinois; the 1ords 
"flea- flicker" and "pedinger" used at the University of 
Chicago and the College of the acific . y of these 
names have co e and gone . In the following quotation he 
mentions a few of these expressions : 
I devised a set of plays in 1931 and 1932 . I sta-
tioned one back on the on- side and called him the 
on-back . I stationed another back over on the off-
side and called him off - back . Rear-backs and wing-
backs were also named by me in the same logical 
manner . There is no sense nor reasoni to this 
"off and on back" thing now . 2t is my nomenclature, 
but it isn't of any value now . 
1~ . Stagg does not know whether he was the first to 
establish the training quarters for athletic teams but 
the following article by him would indicate that he vas 
among the first few to advocate training quarters and to 
make use of their facilities : 
The Chicago thletic Association had the best team 
of its history (1897) . This was due in large part 
to the policy of establishing training quarters 
alongside their practi ce f i eld , where the players 
1Chicago Record-Herald , September 23, 1 904 . 
2 • A. Stagg , conferenc e with author, Jan . 31, 1942 . 
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lived throughout the season. The team's feat of 
winning f'rom the Newton thletic Club and from the 
Orange thletic Club and o-r playing such a strong 
game against Yale was quite remarkable.l 
• Stagg first introduced coaching classes as a 
scientific approach to athletic games in the year 1906. 
During the summer terms at the University of Chicago 
Stagg began the process of making football a known sci-
ence, analyzed to the finest degree, and thoroughly un-
derstood by leading coaches everywhere. In a conversa-
tion with the author he remarked: 
We of'f'ered instruction in football, track and base-
ball. We approached these fran the standpoint of' 
the coach. I lectured and took up the various po-
sitions, and then we did a certain amount of prac-
tice work . Many other things in connec~ion with 
the strategy of' the game were taken up • 
• Stagg represented the University of Chicago at 
the Intercollegiate Conference of' Faculty Representatives 
during the years of' 1896-1911. In March of' 1904 he be-
came the first representative of the western institutions 
on the Eastern Football Rules Conmittee . He is now the 
only surviving member of the original committee and as 
elected a life member in December 1932. 
The following is a quotation by . Stagg which speaks 
of his connection with the Rules Committee: 
lA. A. Stagg, "Football in the est," p . 77, Football Rules, 
(Spaulding's official football guide), 1898. 
2A. • Stagg, conference with author, March, 1942. 
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I had an invitation to join the Rules Committee in 
1898 but did not accept because it was not convenient 
for me. The reason I was invited was because I felt 
that the rules were not perfectly clear and that sever-
al rules had become obsolete. I was then on the 
Faculty Conmittee of' the Big Ten which made the eli-
gibility rules covering the Big Ten universities, and 
I proposed that we make changes and get up a set ot 
rules that occurred to me would be an improvement. 
t that time the Big Ten universities were the only 
ones that had a conference governing all sports for 
the universities that were in it then. I was appointed 
chairman of this rule changing committee and two others 
were added as comm.i ttee.men. I did the whole work by 
myself'. I wrote up all the changes. e started to 
publish a book and before we could do this the Rules 
Committee adopted nearly every change that was sug-
gested . e had accomplished what I felt we ojght to 
have accomplished. I wanted to see progress. 
The following is the final resume of the early history 
of the Rules Co.DIJli ttee and the part that Mr . Stagg played 
in it. The quotations are by A. M. Weyand: 
Following the season of 1905, football again faced a 
crisis in its existence. The game was ti.ercely criti-
cised in all parts of the country and was actually 
abolished at a number of colleges. President Roose-
velt called a conference of representatives of' Yale 
Princeton, Harvard, and Pennsylvania, at the White 
House and demanded that reforms be inaugurated to save 
the game which he so greatly admired. t this stage, 
Chancellor Henry M. MacCracken of New York University, 
called a conference of' twenty-eight colleges. As a 
result of this gathering, the National Intercollegiate 
Football Conference as organized. This body later en-
larged the sphere of its activities and became the 
Intercollegiate Athletic Association of America . t 
the suggestion of its President, General Palmer Pierce 
of the Army the new organization appointed a rules 
co.mmi ttee which was authorized to sit in joint session 
with the "old committee." The members ~resent at the 
first joint meeting were: A. . Stagg (Chicago), L . 
. Dennis (Cornell), I . T. Reid (Harvard), P. J". 
1 . A. Stagg, conference with author, Jan. 31 1942. 
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Dashiell (Navy)f J. c. Bell (Pennsylvania), J. B. 
Fine (Princeton}, alter Camp ti'ale), c. D. Daly 
(Army), E. K. Hall (Dartmouth), J. A. Babbitt 
(Haverford), H. L. illiams (Minnesota), J. T. Lees 
(Nebraska), C. • Savage (Oberlin), and F. H. Cur-
tiss (Texas). 
Many changes were made in the rules. The number of 
officials was changed to include a referee, two um-
pires, and a linesman. The length or the game was 
changed to sixty minutes with ten minutes rest be-
tween halves. A neutral zone the length of the 
ball, was established bet~een the two rush lines. 
The distance necessary to advance the ball in three 
downs, in order to retain possession of it was 
changed from five to ten yards. The forward pass 
and on side kick were authorized. Crawling with 
the ball, hurdling, tripping , and unlawful use of 
the hands and arms, all came in for strict legisla-
tion aimed at the abolition of objectionable features 
of the game. The Central Board of Officials was 
created and J. A. Babbitt his since developed this 
feature with great success. 
The busiest of all Mr. Stagg's fifty-six football 
seasons was in 1894. During that season he promoted the 
idea that travel was a necessary part of education, and 
thus has the distinction of being the first coach to take 
his team across the Rockies to play on the est Coast. In 
his book Touchdown! he states: 
1 
e played eighteen regular games and four post-season 
contests--three in California Ehe first Eastern team 
to appear on the Pacific Slope . 
• · eyand, eric an Football, Its History and Develop-
ment, "The Beginning of ·odern Football (1906-1911)," 
Ch. IV, pp. 180-183. 




Mr. Stagg is known from coast to coast for his brilli-
ant coaching career, but many who know this great leader 
of sports also appreciate his truly remarkable record as 
a baseball player in the 1880's. 
He made the Yale University's varsity baseball team 
as a freshman and then proceeded to pitch them to five 
consecutive championships in the years 1886 through 1890. 
He was captain of the team in 1888. His greatest strike-
out record in a college game was in 1888 in a game with · 
Princeton when he struck out twenty men. Later in a game 
in Buffalo, New York, he struck out twenty-two men. In 
nineteen games against Princeton in those five years, he 
scored one hundred and sixty-one strike-outs. In t he same 
period he faced Harvard nineteen times, struck out one 
hundred and forty-one men and won fourteen games. His 
batting average in the championship series of the five 
years ranged from .417 in 1886 to .235 in 1890. In t he 
latter year he ranked ninth out of the t hirty-six players 
in the league. In 1886 he ranked third in fifty-four 
players. Other years he ranked fourth fifth and eighth. 
He had done well against professional players, too. 
On one occasion he pitched his amateur team to an eight 
to two victory over the New York Metropolitans (now lew 
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York Yankees). In 1887 in a game against the old Boston 
Nationals, he struck out Ten-Thousand-Dollar elly, the 
Babe Ruth of his time, and an his game two to one . eed-
less to say, he received six professional offers to pitch 
for such teams as Detroit, Indianapolis and the e York 
etropoli tans • 
• Stagg promoted five international tours for his 
University of Chicago teams, and they played in Japan, the 
Philippines, and China. 
lhile . Stagg was Captain of the Yale baseball 
team in 1888, he devised a sliding apparatus. The prin-
ciple was that ar bed springs, much lengthened and covered 
with Brussels carpet. The men ran, dived and slid along 
this device to learn how to avoid ripping themselves. 
The point of a good slide was to go along the ound 
rather than into the ground. That season and for the next 
two Yale led the league in stolen bases. 
On Yaroh 19, 1896, the Chicago Chrcnicle has this to 
say about Mr. Stagg's invention of the outdoor batting 
cage, which is now used universally in a similar form: 
An innovation in methods of baseball practice is about 
to be introduced at the University of Chicago in the 
shape of an outdoor batting cage. The idea is Stagg's
1 own and has never been made use of before by any team. 




• Stagg was among the f'ir st f'ew men to play the 
game of' basketball. Basketball was invented by James 
Naismith at the Springfield YMCA College during the time 
that • Stagg was an instructor at this institution. 
Mr. Naismith and Mr. Stagg were classmates at Springfield, 
and • Stagg reveals the following history on the game 
of basketball: 
I knew J"im very well because he was in my class, and 
there were only f'our of' us in the class of' 1891. He 
played center on our football team, and he invented 
this game while I was of'f on one of my lecture tours. 
He divided the class with nine on a side. I played 
more or less football; it was great fun to me, and I 
was penalized often. They had certain rules but a 
very small number of them. He used a half-bushel 
basket for the goals. The first baskets were not 
peach baskets, but peach baskets were substituted be-
cause the ball bounded out of' the half-bushel baskets. 
Someone would stay on the running track above the 
court
1 
and remove the basketball each time a goal was 
made. 
Mr. Stagg fostered the game of' basketball in many ways, 
but one of' the most important ways in which he did this is 
shown through his statement, "In 1917 I established the 
National Basketball Championship Tournament. n2 This tourna-
ment was held at the University of' Chicago f'rom 1917 through 
1930, exclusive of the two years 1918 and 1919. 
1A. A. Stagg, conference with author, Feb. 28, 1942. 





Mr . Stagg's athletic influence is felt even in the 
game of golf . He was the first president of the Olympic 
Field Country Club, Chicago, Illinois, which has four 
eighteen-hole golf courses . He did not start the pro-
motion, but he worked very hard to help promote it. It 
was the conception of a man by the name of Charles Beach . 
• Stagg was the forty- sixth to buy a ten-dollar member-
ship ; the understanding was that each member was to give 
five - hundred dollars more when the membership reached 
five hundred . The others urged him to become the first 
president . t that time he had a very good assistant at 
the University, Pat Page , all owing him to work very hard 
on this project . Mr . Stagg was president for the first 
four years--1916 through 1919 . 
few years later the club built a 1,2 0 00 
dollar clubhouse . Mr . Stagg was not responsible for 
that . He was not interested in developing this club be-
yond the reach of the middle class man. He expressed 
his viewpoint on this subject by the following statement: 
Uy only interest in the club was to create golf for 
men of moderate means . That was the ideal that I 
held before me while I was president. ore and more 
the richer people filtered into the club and domin-




Mr. Stagg, while no longer coaching track and field 
athletics, which he did for thirty-two years, has had as 
much to do with the promotion of this sport in the United 
States as any other individual. For example he started 
taking his track team to the Penn elays in 1898. Then 
he took a five-man track team to aris in 1900. In order 
to do this, he had to borrow twenty-five hundred dollars 
at the bank to finance the trip, esident Harper and T. 
Goodspeed, secretary of the University, indorsing his 
note . Probably the greatest contribution that 
made to track is expressed in his next statement: 
tagg 
I established the National Track and Field eet in 
1902. I was chairman of the co "ttee that estab-
lished the National Collegiate athletic ack and 
Field championships now known as the .c. .~. I 
was chairman for its first tv1elve years .l 
• Stagg has promoted, organized or conducted over 
two hundred intercollegiate, high school and acade y eets . 
Starting in 1902 he organized and directed the ational 
Interscholasti c Track and Field eet, hich continued for 
twenty-eight years. He originated the first eligibility 
rules for the interscholastic eets, '1. ich undoubtedly had 
an influence on the !rational Assoaiation hen it as formed . 
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Mr . Sta has been the referee at the est Coast e-
lays held in Fresno, California, far the past ei t years 
(1939-1946). He has acted as either the referee, honor y 
referee, chairman or ember of the mana i co •ttee of 
the follm1ina championship track and field meets of the 
N tional Collegiate thletic sociation: 
~une 18, 1921 (University of Chic o) 
Gen. almer • Pierce, .eferee 
..~ • J. • Stagg, Chairman, .an i 
~une 1?, 1922 (University of Chicago) 
sen . Chas . • Rawson, Referee 
Co •ttee 
• • Stagg, Chairman, ana ing Co1 tteo 
~une 16, 1923 (University of Chicago 
en . Chas . aMson, Referee 
• • Stagg, Chairman, Manasi 
~une 13, 1925 (University of Chicago} 
Sen . Chas. • Rawson, Referee 
Committee 
• • Stagg, Chairman, ·anaging Committee 
~une 11-12, 1926 (Soldier Field, Grant Park Stadium, 
Chicago) 
Sen . Chas. • Rawson, Referee 
• • Stagg, Chairman, t:anaging Co •ttee 
~une 10-11, 192? (Soldier Field, Grant Park Stadium) 
Sen. Chas • ..~ . Rawson , Referee 
• • Stagg, Chairman, IJa.naging Co ittee 
~une 8 - 9, 1928 (Soldier Field, Grant Park &tadium) 
Gen . Palmer Z. Pierce, Hon. Referee 
(President • C. • • ) 
Sen . Chas. • Rawson, Referee 
• A. Stagg, Chairman t:ana ·ing Co •ttee 
~une ?-8, 1929 (University of Chicago) 
Gen . Palmer E. ierce, Hon. eferee 
(President • C . a . b.. . ) 
Sen . Chas. ~ . Rawson, Referee 
• • Stagg, Chairman, 'anaging Co 
~une 6-?, 1930 (University of Chicago) 
Cbas. ·1 . ennedy Hon . Referee 
en. Chas. i • Ra son, Referee 
ttee 
• . Stagg, Chairman, anaging Committee 
~une 5-6, 1931 (University of Chicago) 
Cbas. · . Kennedy, Hon. Referee 
Sen . Chas. • Rawson, Referee 
1 • • Stagg, Chairman, ·ana.ging Committee 
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June 10- 11, 1932 ( ational Collegiate ack and ield 
eot and Semi-Final rican Olympic yout) 
very Brundage, Hon . Referee 
Sen. Cbas . • Rawson, Referee 
A. • Sta8S , Chairman, anagi Committee 
June 16- 17, 1933 (Held in connection with the Century 
of Progress at Soldier Field, Chicago) 
Rufus C. Dawes, Hon . Referee 
en . Chas . A. awson, Referee 
A. A. Stagg, Cbair.man Managing Committee 
June 22- 23, 1934 (Los Angeles Coliseum) 
Games Committee, '·illis 0 . Hunter, Chairman 
A. • Stagg 
T. N . etcalf 
jor John L . Griffith, Hon. Referee 
A. • Sta~ , Referee 
J une 21-22, 1935 (University of California, Berkeley) 
Games Committee , 1. onahan , Chairman 
A. • Stagg 
T. N. etcalf 
Iillis 0 . Hunter 
C. • Edmundson 
Major John L. Griffith, Ron. Referee 
• • Sta~ , Referee 
June 19- 20, 1936 (Track and Field Championships and 
Semi-Final Olympic Trials, University of 
Chicago) 
Robert Maynard Hutchins , Hon . Referee 
A. A. Stagg , Hon . Referee 
John L. Griffith, Referee 
Games Committee, T . Nelson ~etcalf, Chairman 
Ten men on committee in-
cluding . . Sta.6S 
June 18- 19, 1937 (University of California) 
A. . Stagg, Hon . Referee 
John L. Griffith, Referee 
Games Committee, Kenneth Priestley. Chairman 
A. . Stagg 
enneth L. ilson 
June 17- 18 1938 (University of nnesota) 
A. • Sta~g , Referee 
June 16- 17, 1939 (Los angeles emorial tadium) 
ill iam B. Owens , Hon. Referee 
Major John L . Griffith, Hon. Referee 
• A. Stagg, Referee 
June 21-22, 1940 (University of ·nnesota) 
( • • Stagg unable to attend) 
J une 20-21, 1941 (Stanford University) 
• A. Stagg , Hon . Referee 
K. L. ilson, Referee 
June 12-13, 1942 (University of ebraska) 
( • A. Stagg unable to attend) 
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June 11-12, 1943 (Northwestern University, Evanston) 
(A. A. Stagg unable to attend) 
June 10, 1944 (Marquette University, 1lilwaukee, is-
consin) 
(A. A. Stagg unable to attend) 
CHAPTER VII 
HONORS 
~. Stagg was the first man in the profession or 
physical education and athletics to receive a faculty 
rating, thus bringing dignity to the coaching profession. 
In the following account Mr. Stagg recalls the time when 
he was the first teacher of football to be appointed a 
regular faculty member: 
t the opening of the University or Chicago in 1892, 
I was made an Associate Professor and Director of 
the Department of Physical Culture and thletics 
and a regular member or the faculty, which was the 
first recognition of its kind. In 1901, I was given 
a full professorship. Chicago 's plan has
1 
been 
copied in many universities and colleges. 
"The first All-American team," says A. A. eyand 
~as selected by Walter Camp in 1889 for a magazine con-

















Heffelfinger , Yale 
Gill, Yale 
Cumnock, Harvard 
E . Poe , Princeton 










B. Trafford, Harvard 
Black, Princeton 
H. cBride, Yale 
l A. A. Stagg, conference with author, June 18, 1946 . 
2 A. • eyand, ~. cit . , p. 46'7. 
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Mr. Stagg was invited to become a member of the Ameri-
can Comni ttee for Olympic games to be played in Athens in 
the year 1906. He was also a member of the committee for 






Los Angeles 1932 
He also coached the 400 meter and 800 meter runs and 
1600 meter relay of the American Olympic team in 1924. 
By action of the Board of Trustees of the University 
of Chicago, October 27, 1914, the University athletic 
field, commonly known as "Marsmll Field," was namd 
"Stagg Field" in honar of the Grand Old Man of football 
and athletics. 
On December 29, 1939, the American Football Coaches' 
Association honored Mr. Stagg with a life membership in 
their association and presented him with a bronze plaque, 
"commemorating fifty years of service to the game of Ameri-
can football, to the developmnt of the .American young man, 
to the advancement of the profession of football coaching." 
The Sciota of Sacramento, California, honored Mr. 
Stagg by promoting the inter-sectional game of football 
played between the College of the Pacific and the Univer-
sity of South Dakota on September 26, 1939, in Sacramento , 
California. A thousand-piece band played Mr. Stagg's 
favorite song, Auld Lang Syne, between halves. 
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t each game during his 1939 season a celebration as 
held or a presentation of some very complimentary and sen-
timental nature was awarded this Grand Old 
The American Physical ducation association in 1931 
elected • Stagg a Fellow in their association. his is 
an honor rarely bestowed on men in the athletic field. 
In 1935 Mr. Stagg was awarded the Silver uffalo for 
distinguished service to boyhood. The following is an 
example of • Stagg's work among the boy scouts as well 
as among all youths of America. A Stockton newspaper 
printed the following statement by Mr. Stagg while he and 
s. Stagg were attending a boy scout meeting held in their 
honor and naming their troop after Mr. Stagg: 
In recognition of my 54 years of coaching experience 
in which my chief concern has been the character de-
velopment of my players and in all-around improvement 
of sports, I am glad to permit the use of my name by 
troop 54. I have as a matter of course, been greatly 
interested in the Boy Scout movement and have followed 
its development since its founding in this country in 
1910. I have known many of the directors and have re-
joiced in the fine influence which scouti~ has ex-
erted on the multitudes of American youth. 
In 1939 the International Loyal Knights of the Round 
Table elected • Stagg to the honorary role of Kn.igh t for 
Life in their organization. 
On January 9, 1941, the New York City Touchdown Club 
Award was presented to Mr. Stagg in recogn.i tion of his 
1A. A. Stagg, Stockton Record, Jan. 1944. 
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outstanding permanent contributions to the advancement of 
the game of football . 
Mr . Stagg was awarded the Edward Norris Tarbell 
edallion on June 14, 1941, by the Springfield YMC Col-
lege "far notable service to Alma ter." 
On October 23, 1943, Mr . Stagg was honored at the 
Coliseum by the !&! Angeles TimBs and the University of 
Southern California. Braven Dyer, sports editor of the 
Times, presented Mr. Stagg with a scroll and a set of book-
ends, while Dr. Rufus B. von KleinSmid of the University 
presented him with a plaque. The Times scroll, signed by 
Norm Chandler, publisher of the paper, was engraved with 
the following thought: 
The hole world knows of' your devotion to the creed 
of sportsmanship, both on and off' the f'ield of play. 
Your achievements have recorded themselves through 
decades of' American sports history. They are the 
great contributions to the character of American 
youth. Your examples are standards to be followed. 
Generations of yesterday and today have become en-
riched. Tomorrow's hopes, too, are founded on the 
precepts to Which you are dedicating your service. 
The Los Anseles Times is proud to present the memen-
to oTI'ts esteem and we knav our sentiments are 
echoed the length and breidth of the nation by the 
press and public America. 
Dr. von KleinSmid in presenting the plaque to 
Stagg, offered the following tribute: 
The University of Southern California presents to 
Amos Alonzo Stagg, an outstanding sportsman and 
1Norm Chandler, ~Angeles Times, Oct. 24 1943. 
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Christian gentleman, this plaque in recognition of 
his many years of devftion and service to inter-
collegiate athletics. 
The American Football Coaches' Association at their 
nineteenth annual meeting in December 1939 created the 
Stagg ward, which is con:ferred annually on the individual 
or group or institution whose services have been outstand-
ing in the advancement of the best interests of football. 
On the trophy are inscribed these words: 
Stagg Award. To perpetuate the ~xample and in:flu-
ence of Coach Amos Alonzo Stagg. 
In 1943 Mr. Stagg received the Coach of the Year 
award through the poll of c caches by the New York \ orld 
Telegram, and he also received the Football's Man of the 
Year for Service award voted him by all the football 
wri tars of America. The latter award was devised under 
the auspices of the Football writers' Association of 
America. 
The honors bestowed on this great man are .many, but 
one of the most significant is the American Education 
Award given him by the ssociated Exhibitors of the National 
Education Association in the year 1933. 
1Rutus B. von KleinSmid, Los Angeles Times, Oct. 24 1943. 
2nean Hill, Football Thru the Years, p. 110. 
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CHAPT~ VIII 
pre- game banquet was first arranged by the Univer-
sity of Chicago in 1906. • Stagg conceived the idea 
tba t a banquet on the evening before the game ould fos-
ter a friendlier relationship on the football field the 
next day . In his report to his president in 1906, 
Stagg oo.nmented on this subject : 
One of the most satisfactory features of the foot-
ball season of 1906 was the successful working out 
of the intent of the ·nnesota-Chicago agreement 
mentioned in the President's Report of 1905-6 . 
~he agreement was a d~st1nct success in every ~ay 
and there has never been such cordiality and 
friendly rivalry in football as existed last fall 
in our relations with Purdue, Indiana, Illinois, 
nnesota and fflbraska . striking feature of the 
agreement, namely, the giving of a banquet to the 
visiting team the night before the game hich res 
looked upon with skepticism and even ridicule 
proved a successful event and really enjoyable to 
the guests as well as to the hosts . The friendly 
spirit of that occasion dominated the contest on 
the field the follO\ i day, not in any my lessen-
ing the intensity of the contest or the desire to 
win, but showing in the sports like conduct of 
the members of both teams . So far as I remember 
no team as penalize for rough tactics, and per-
sonalll I sa 1 but one case there I tho t it ouc;;ht 
to be . 
One of .. tagg's favorite and popular co ents 
before game time is his expression, " lay hard but never 
bring shame to our college . " This trul exemplifies 
lchicago . University. resident's Report, 1906-0?, Re-
port of Director A. • Stagg, "Physical Culture and 
athletics," p . 102 . 
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t e spirit of this great person ho stands for the high-
est ideals in the 10rld of sports . In over sixty years 
of a very prosperous association r.i th all the sports, 
this man has established an enviable record as a player 
and coach Yith a code of ethics in his profession that 
is beyond repro ch . This man personifies all tlat is 
ri teous, and his influence r~s been felt in the fields 
of health, ph sical education and athletics. 
:.r . ta bel eves sincerely that the church is t e 
foundation for youtL. . He once said. "There c n never be 
too many churches in a co unity; therefore, I believe 
in attending regularly and giving generous! T . nl 
He successfully preached many outstandin tr its of 
quality to his players because he was a man mo practiced 
h t he preached . He stressed such qualities as respect 
toward '~ en, thriftiness, sincerity and honesty in every-
t ing undertaken and moderation in living . 
~ . tacg is a strong advocate of healthful livi · 
and believes sincerel that this is obtained thr h 
physical education, athletics, recreation and a strict ab-
stinence from tob ceo and alcohol . He demands of his 
players the keeping of rigid trainin rules hich include 
a ten o'clock curfew proper diet. regular sleeping habits 
and abstinence from tobacco and alcohol . 
1 . utagg, conference with author, Jan . 31, 1942 . 
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a nightly ourfe reminder for the en in traini 
t gg gave one thousand dollars toward the installa-
ion or chimes in itchell Tower, hich stands across 
fro Bartlett Gymn.asi um of the University of Chica o . s 
a condition to the gift, . am ~s . St stipulated 
that a special cadence be rung ni btl at 10:05 o clock 
tor the better emphasis of the"r purpose . They hoped t hat 
the bells might have for the student body of Chica o t he 
emotional value that the Battell chi es at Yale bad held 
tor • Stasg, and that they m· ht speak 1ith reater elo-
quence than a coach could hope to do of the ideals of the 
University's athletics . 
• Stagg ' s manmr of speaking bas always remained 
b~ond reproach . He will not allow the use of profanity 
among his team members , and no one has ever heard him use 
this manner of expressing emotion . His method of arousing 
a player to the point of accomplishment is reco ized by 
his men and assistants as far more effective than if he 
ere to use the language of a mule-skinner and the aid of 
a bull ldlip . 




. Stagg's athletic contributions have 
been briefly snaunerized. In no ay does this ork pretend 
to represent the complete influence this great man bas had 
on athletics. Rather, the writer bas wished to outline 
~gg's achievements in the fields of physical education 
am a thletios in order that his contributions and ideals 
may be found readily and used to the advantage of these 
professions . Each topic discussed herein has been covered 
as briefly and as accurately as possible. 
The writer does not present his work with the thought 
that it is :final or complete. Rather, he hopes that it may 
be o:f help to others in glorifying and establishing the 
truths o'£ the Grand Old Gentleman • s contributions to ath-
letics and the life he is so richly endowing. 
In the :field of physical education hlr . Stagg bas es-
tablished himself as a leader since his original ideas dis-
played in the construction of the Bartlett Gymnasium are 
still considered as modern and necessary 7hen architectural 
plans are drawn up for similar structures . He was also one 
of the first to advocate physical edmation requirements, to 
organize physical education classes for the women students 
to require physical examinations of all students partici-
pating in these classes, and to de nd 
standards among the athletes. 
As this thesis has shown , :.r . t 
portant part in practically all the intercol 
played in the United States. a all 
:{:6rt · cul better in the field of foo tball , 
given credit for the origi natio of t ot 
( hich ·was later develope d and n 
the revolutionary way in which he 





He has also or iginated e tackli 
u 
of the players; the p olicy of di vi di t 
practical use of a f i eld house ; the bloc 1 
the idea of using ends as half ac s hie 
opment of the doubl e wingbac for t · o 
backfield tac t ics; the spinner t pe of off 
and spread formations ; the sprea unt or 
forward pass play; the "T" :fo r t · on , c 
used today; t he hudd le; the f 'e pl ce 
the use of the thit e f ootball ; a 
I n baseball he i nvented t e 
batting cage, and his inter atio 1 
sity of Chicago b s eball te ve s t 
has become exceedi l y impor tant to a 
all the sports. 
0 
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rur . Stagg's greatest contribution to basketball is his 
origination and promotion of the National Basketball Cham-
pionship Tournament held at the University of Chicago. 
In golf . Stagg contributed by developi and pro-
moting the large Olympic Field Country Club in Chicago, 
which has fostered many national tournaments and has pro-
vided the playing facilities for the developmnt of several 
outstanding golfers . 
His officiating , committee work, and refereeing in the 
field of track have contributed a great deal to this sport, 
but his establishment of the National Track and Field eet, 
which later became known as the N. C.A. A. Track and Field 
Championships , is undoubtedly his greatest contribution to 
this sport. 
Mr . Stagg has received many honors during his span as 
a physic al education and athletic leader and has contributed 
much to these fields by receiving such awards as the Ameri-
can Educ ation Award, Silver Buffalo Award from the boy 
scouts, the Coach of the Year Award in 1943, and the Foot-
ball ' s an of the Year for Service Award. 
He has contributed greatly to the realm of sportsman-
ship and athletic ideals through his association with people 
directly or indirectly connected with sports . As an example, 
he arrB.Dged pre- game banquets for the opposing teams, 1hich 




by both teams the following day, and indirectly influenced 
the attitudes of the spectators to ard athletics. His 
training policies, health habits, and Christian teachings 
have been widely expounded. One concrete method by which 
he used to strengthen his viewpoints was through his gift 
of the "tchell Tower Chimes to the University of Chicago 
which were to remind the athletes and student body that 
ten o'clock was the sensible time to retire. 
The teachings of such men as Mr. Stagg for the past 
half century have taught us to win and lose gracefully and 
compete fairly. f those of us who are teaching the future 
leaders of our country will expound the Christian ideals of 
. Stagg and combine these with instilling the desire to 
compete and win fairly, what greater contribution may we 
as physical educators and athletic coaches make to our nation 
and the world'? 
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